
Sheriff's Office  
Posted on: August 18, 2016 

Shots Fired/Barricaded Subject - Case 201604167 

On Wednesday, August 17, 2016 at about 9:00 a.m. Humboldt County Deputy Sheriffs 
responded to the Redwood Creek Apartment Complex on Sutter Rd in McKinleyville for reports 
of shots fired. It was reported to law enforcement that 59 year old David Alan Fulton had fired 
shots into the area of the apartment manager’s office. Shortly after Deputies arrived on scene 
and set a perimeter around the complex, Fulton fired shots at Deputies with a long gun. 
Deputies returned fire and Fulton retreated into his apartment.  

CHP, APD, EPD, Cal Fire, State Parks, and Fish and Game responded to the scene and 
assisted Sheriffs Deputies. The Sheriff’s Office SWAT team was deployed and the Mendocino 
County SWAT team also responded with their BearCat rescue vehicle to assist. Residents in the 
area were advised via mass notification system, to shelter in place. 

It was later confirmed that a female was with Fulton in his apartment. She has been identified as 
his long-time girlfriend. She voluntarily stayed with Fulton claiming she had a calming effect on 
him. Deputies requested the female leave the apartment but she refused and chose to stay with 
Fulton. Sheriff’s Office Crisis Negotiation Team responded and attempted to negotiate with 
Fulton throughout the night. Fulton refused to cooperate with negotiators.  

Deputies continued to attempt phone contact with Fulton without success. At about 1:10 a.m. 
the female in Fulton’s apartment shouted to law enforcement that she and Fulton were not 
coming out. Phone contact continued to be unsuccessful. At about 1:20 a.m. the female 
voluntarily exited the residence, shortly thereafter Fulton fired more shots at law enforcement 
from inside the apartment, at which point Deputies briefly returned fire. Deputies prepared to 
use chemical agents and soon noticed black smoke coming from Fulton’s apartment. Moments 
later Deputies saw flames inside the apartment. Fulton exited the apartment and fired several 
shots at Deputies, at which point Deputies again returned fire.  

At 2:05 a.m. Deputies moved in and located Fulton. Fulton was not moving and was 
pronounced deceased by on scene medical personnel. Fire personnel responded to the back of 
the apartment and suppressed the fire. No members of law enforcement or uninvolved citizens 
were injured during this incident.  

Anyone with information for the Sheriff’s Office regarding this case or related criminal activity is 
encouraged to call the Sheriff’s Office at 707-445-7251 or the Sheriff’s Office Crime Tip line at 
707-268-2539. 

Mike Downey 
Sheriff  
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